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Abstract— In this paper, we describe the design and de-
velopment of an autonomous personal mobility scooter that
was used in public trials during the 2016 MIT Open House,
for the purpose of raising public awareness and interest
about autonomous vehicles. The scooter is intended to work
cooperatively with other classes of autonomous vehicles such
as road cars and golf cars to improve the efficacy of Mobility-
on-Demand transportation solutions. The scooter is designed
to be robust, reliable, and safe, while operating under pro-
longed durations. The flexibility in fleet expansion is shown by
replicating the system architecture and sensor package that has
been previously implemented in the road car and golf cars. We
show that the vehicle performed robustly with small localization
variance. A survey of the users shows that the public is very
receptive to the concept of the autonomous personal mobility
device.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobility-on-Demand (MoD) services, such as car sharing
or on demand taxi services, have seen huge growth in the
last few years through service providers like Uber and Lyft.
Autonomous vehicles have long been awaited to usher in the
next generation of mobility, especially in highly urbanized
areas such as Singapore. A truly “on-demand” mobility ser-
vice can be better realized by utilizing a fleet of autonomous
vehicles throughout a city.

Autonomous vehicles offer potential for additional safety,
increased productivity, greater accessibility, better road effi-
ciency, and reduced environmental impact. Added potential
benefits include higher throughput, better vehicle utilization,
reduced number of vehicles on the road, in line with Singa-
pore’s drive towards car-lite society [1], less congestion and
travel time, and lower cost.

While most current MoD systems are limited in the
range of vehicle classes available to customers, autonomous
vehicles can come in different classes such as buses, road
cars, personal transport vehicle, etc. Furthermore, depending
on usage cases, aquatic and aerial transportation modes can
also be combined with ground transportation modes in a
meaningful way to fully realize point-to-point transportation
of a passenger. Each of these vehicle classes has strengths
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and weaknesses that offer advantages in certain environ-
ments.

A truly door-to-door MoD service requires a multi-class
fleet of autonomous vehicles, where each class of vehicle
would be chosen based on intended environment, ideally all
managed by a common service provider. By cooperatively
allowing interchanges within such a multi-class autonomous
vehicle fleet, a wider variety of environments could be
serviced, yielding better area coverage and offering more
flexible, convenient transportation options to the customer.

In our previous work [2], we discussed the utility of
having a multi-class autonomous vehicle fleet for a MoD
system, through a simple usage case involving a road car
(Mitsubishi iMIEV) and golf cars on the National University
of Singapore campus. Both classes of vehicles are designed
to utilize the same software architecture (with only low-level
controls differing) and general sensor configuration, which
are chosen for ease of fleet expansion.

The core competencies of our autonomous vehicles are :
• Mapping and localization in 3D environment with syn-

thetic 2D LIDAR [3], [4]
• Dynamic replanning for online obstacle avoidance [5]
• Moving obstacles detection and tracking [6]
• Intuitive web-based booking system [7]
The functionality of the service was demonstrated in

an uncontrolled environment open to real pedestrian and
vehicular traffic. It is shown that while the car can operate
at higher speeds on the road, the golf car has the flexibility
of operating in pedestrian areas where cars are not allowed,
thereby expanding the area coverage of the MoD service.

In this paper, we present our autonomous mobility scooter
as the newest addition to our multi-class mobility on demand
fleet of autonomous vehicles.

The main contributions of this paper are:
1) Design and development of a new autonomous per-

sonal mobility scooter capable for mobility on demand:
The compact size of the scooter enables us to extend
the service reach into areas that are inaccessible to a
road car or a golf car. The scooter also has an advan-
tage when operating in crowded indoor environment,
as it is easier to manoeuvre the smaller vehicle within
dense crowds.

2) Adapting our mapping, localization, perception, and
planning capabilities to the scooter platform: The
personal mobility scooter is developed with similar
sensors and software packages to what has been imple-
mented in our road car and golf cars [8], maximizing



code re-usability and demonstrating the flexibility of
our software architecture.

3) Extensive experiments and user surveys: The scooter
was showcased during MIT’s open house to raise
public awareness on autonomous driving technologies,
99 trips were recorded, with 73 m of distance covered
per trip, totalling 7.23 km travelled in autonomous
mode. Survey results have shown that our scooter is
perceived to be safe and comfortable.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related
work on autonomous personal mobility vehicles will be
reviewed. The hardware and software components of the
system will be discussed in Section III. The experiment
results will be presented in Section IV, and the paper is
concluded in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

The development of autonomous personal mobility de-
vices has been an active research area since the 1980’s, as
demonstrated by various autonomous wheelchair prototypes
produced with intention to assist the disabled [9]. Notable re-
cent projects include the MIT Intelligent Wheelchair Project,
a voice commanded wheelchair for indoor use [10]. MIT’s
robotic wheelchair is equipped with laser and odometry
information to perceive its surrounding environment. The
robot then follows a human tour guide and learns metric
and topological representations of the environment during
the tour. The wheelchair can subsequently query the pre-
viously named locations with voice commands and moves
autonomously to the desired location.

An extension of the assistive autonomous wheelchair tech-
nology is to include manipulation capabilities into the robot.
A collaboration between the University of Pittsburgh and
Carnegie Mellon University has combined robotic manipu-
lation with mobility [11], such that their robot can assist the
disabled to perform day-to-day tasks on top of its mobility
functions.

Navigation in crowded real world environments with
autonomous wheelchairs has also been an interesting re-
search challenge. The Smart Wheelchair System developed
at Lehigh University [12] focused on navigation in structured
outdoor environments and urban pedestrian areas such as side
walks and university campuses. Their approach employed
a map-based localization approach. A map of the environ-
ment was acquired using a server vehicle, synthesized, and
made accessible to the autonomous wheelchair. The map
embedded not only location but also semantic information
of the landmarks. Localization is performed with both 2D
and 3D LIDARs for landmark segmentation and tracking,
with sampling-based motion planning and control software
integrated for autonomous navigation functionalities.

The focus of this research is to provide autonomous per-
sonal mobility which cooperates with other classes of vehicle
to realize a multi-class MoD service rather than designing
autonomous technology for assistance to the disabled via
private vehicle ownership. We built on our previous works
in developing an autonomous road car and golf cars for both

urban road and pedestrian environments. With the addition
of the new autonomous personal mobility vehicle, even a
single passenger vehicle can be incorporated into a MoD
scheme, whereas this vehicle type would be excluded from
MoD if it were manually driven (if there is a driver, then
there would be no room for a passenger). This new personal
mobility vehicle class is small enough to travel even within
the insides of buildings and perform tight manoeuvres in
dense crowds, though it is also capable of outdoor operation.
We have discussed various different localization and per-
ception approaches in our previous work [8], with different
environmental factors, sensor packages and redundancies
involved. With the personal mobility vehicle, our approach
to achieving autonomous navigation continues to be self-
contained rather than relying on external infrastructure, so
that it can be deployed in different environments, such as
indoors and urban areas, where GPS signal is not strong
enough to achieve decimetre level localization accuracy.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The base platform of our autonomous scooter is the S19
from Heartway Medical. It is chosen for its compact and
foldable form factor, such that it is able to navigate through
crowded areas and around tight corners easily. The stock
rated maximum payload is 115 Kg. The system is retrofitted
with necessary sensors, actuators, power systems and com-
puting units, and other features to perform the autonomous
functions safely and comfortably. The final specifications of
the scooter after retrofit are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE I
PERSONAL MOBILITY SCOOTER SPECIFICATION

Dimensions (L x W x H) 930 x 485 x 2100 mm
Empty Weight 56 Kg
Maximum Payload 85 Kg
Maximum Speed 8.0 Km/h
Maximum Safe Slope 6 Degrees
Range 20 Km

The conversion of the scooter was kept as non-destructive
as possible (minor drilling), with additional custom parts
designed for assembly to the scooter using existing mounting
points. The system and methods described here can be
applied not only to this specific model of personal mobility
scooter that we have converted, but can also be implemented
to similar front-steered scooters, with the exception of hard-
ware specific low-level (speed and steering) controllers. Key
elements of the retrofitted system are highlighted in Fig. 1.

A. Power System

The overall electrical system is described in Fig. 2. The
scooter comes with a 24V, 11.5 Ah internal lithium-polymer
battery, used to power the main motor as well as the
accompanying stock circuits. Two external lead-acid batteries
rated at 12V and 22Ah each are connected in series, to
form an auxiliary 24V power supply. The auxiliary power
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supply is used to power the retrofit components, such that
the added autonomous capabilities do not reduce the range
and operating period of the scooter. DC-DC converters are
used to distribute power according to the power requirement
of each component. All components (computer and its pe-
ripherals, microcontroller, servo motor, sensors) are protected
from over current using circuit breakers and fuses.

B. Sensors

Two rotary encoders are installed to detect the rotation
of the scooter’s driving wheels. The encoder assembly is
shown in Fig. 3. The encoders are mounted on custom
designed, 3D-printed brackets, which are securely fastened
to the scooter’s frame, a piece of rubber sleeve covers the
encoder shaft. A 3D-printed ring is installed on each of

Fig. 3. CAD drawings of the scooter’s original motor and wheels
assembly(left), and with rotary encoders mounted(right)

the wheel hubs, and its lateral section is in contact with
the rubber sleeve on the encoder shaft. Contact friction
rotates the encoder shaft as the driving wheel rotates. The
elastic compliance of the encoder bracket ensures that the
encoder shaft is in continuous contact with the ring, and
the rubber sleeve ensures good contact friction and therefore
minimizes slippage between the encoder shaft and the wheel
hub. The encoders communicate to the computer through
an interfacing printed circuit board. A MicroStrain 3DM-
GX3-25 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is rigidly mounted
to the chassis above the center of the rear axle to provide
attitude and heading of the vehicle (Fig. 1). The encoder
and the IMU readings are fused to provide the vehicle’s 6
degrees-of-freedom odometry information.

Environmental sensing is achieved through 2 planar LI-
DARs. One SICK LMS 151 LIDAR is mounted at a tilted
down angle, and the data returned is fused with odometry
readings to achieve mapping and localization by the methods
described in [3]. The SICK LMS151 scans at 50 Hz over 270
degrees with the range of up to 50 meters, and resolution
of 0.5 degree. The LIDAR is mounted on a height of 1.9
meters in order to minimize obstructed visibility of the static
environment by pedestrians’ bodies, thereby minimizing the
potential resultant errors and uncertainties in scan-matching
the sensor reading to a previously stored map. A SICK
TiM551 LIDAR is mounted horizontally in the lower front
part of the scooter for obstacle detection. It scans at 50 Hz for
270 degrees with the range of up to 10 meters, and resolution
of 1 degree. A webcam is installed for recording purposes.
All sensors are rigidly mounted to the chassis of the scooter
(Fig. 1).

C. Computing

A compact Gigabyte BRIX Pro computer is installed as
the main computer for the scooter. It runs Ubuntu 14.04 with
Indigo release Robot Operating System (ROS) [13] installed.
The computer is fitted with an Intel Core i7-4770R processor
running at 3.90 GHz, 16 GB RAM, and 250 GB SSD. The
computer is also connected to the internet via 4G connection
for accessing the booking system.

D. Actuation

In order to operate autonomously, the controls of the
scooter have to be accessible from computer commands.
There are two primary control inputs to the scooter: steering



and speed. The speed input value to the controller can also
take negative values indicating reverse motion.

Fig. 4. CAD drawings of the scooter’s original steering column assem-
bly(left), and the repositioned steering column with steering servo mounted
(right)

Steering actuation is achieved using a servo motor (Hitec
HS-7945TH), with rated torque of 1.48 Nm, and rated speed
of 0.14s/60 at no load. The motor is mounted to the scooter’s
steering column with a 7:1 spur gear as seen on Fig. 4.

Since the servo motor steers the steering column of the
scooter directly in autonomous mode, a potential safety
hazard could be posed if the passenger were to try to
overtake the controls of the vehicle by manually steering the
scooter. This potential hazard is overcome by removing the
original steering handle and completely disabling mechanical
steering. The original steering handle is remounted with a
custom designed metal bracket to serve as a mount for the
display, as well as to give the passenger a more familiar,
secure, and comfortable feel when riding the scooter in
autonomous mode as seen in Fig. 4. Manual controls of the
scooter can only be achieved through software with a joystick
controller installed. Additionally, geo-fencing is also used
around the predefined routes to ensure that the vehicle does
not travel too far away from the intended path, and stays
stationary whenever it is localized outside of the intended
operating area.

The longitudinal speed control of the scooter is achieved
by an analog voltage input to the stock motor controller
to imitate the output from a stock potentiometer circuit
linked to a manual throttle control lever. The controller
channel takes an input signal of 0-5 V, with 0V being
maximum reverse speed, 2.5V being zero speed, and 5V
being maximum forward speed. The stock throttle lever is
removed altogether to prevent users from sending conflicting
throttle messages to the scooter. Manual speed control of
the vehicle is only possible through software and joystick
control. A potentiometer is built into the scooter’s controller
board, which governs a maximum velocity restriction to the
scooter, adding a manual customization of the ride comfort
for the passenger. The maximum velocity of the scooter
(when the potentiometer is set at its maximum velocity
limit) is rated at 8.0 Km/h; however, for safety reasons, the
maximum velocity of the scooter in autonomous mode is
software limited to 3.6 Km/h.

E. User Control and Safety Features

A STM32F4 microcontroller is used to publish control
signals to the stock motor controller, to read the user control
panel and to communicate with the main computer. A custom
designed circuit board is used to interface the microcon-
troller, the buttons and the stock motor controller.

The passenger of the scooter has access to a user control
panel with push buttons for basic mode selections. The
buttons are illuminated to give the passenger a visual cue
on the current operating mode. There are three available
modes: manual, pause, and autonomous. In manual mode,
only commands from the joystick will be executed; in pause
mode, the scooter will stay stationary; while in autonomous
mode, the scooter will execute the command velocity from
the trajectory planner. Audio cues are given to the passenger
and the environment through a speaker that signals whether
the passenger has arrived at the final destination and therefore
whether it is safe to alight from the scooter.

An emergency stop switch is placed strategically within
the reach of the passenger, such that the passenger can stop
the vehicle whenever an unexpected situation has happened.
A wireless emergency relay has also been installed such
that a safety officer during the public trial will always be
able to change the operating mode of the scooter. Whenever
emergency mode is triggered, the power to the scooter’s
motor is cut off, but not to the computer and its peripherals.
A safety officer could then reset the user control panel and
return the scooter to normal operating mode without much
delay.

The batteries, power distribution box, the computer and
its peripherals are safely tucked underneath the seat of the
scooter, and the power buttons are placed such that they are
protected from accidental contact with external objects. The
steering servo motor, the microcontroller and the interface
board are housed in a custom designed, laser-cut plastic case
for added physical protection and better overall aesthetics.

F. Software

The core subsystems of an autonomous vehicle can be
broadly categorized into three categories: perception, plan-
ning, and actuation. Our implementation of the autonomous
system architecture is depicted in Fig. 5

Perception refers to the ability of an autonomous system
to extract relevant knowledge and understanding about its
environment. This is achieved by taking measurements from
the sensors, and processing the signals to extract relevant and
meaningful information from those measurements.

Localization is performed based on the previously built
map. Our localization system mainly consists of two parts,
3D perception to extract key feature points, and 2D local-
ization to solve the localization problem on the horizontal
plane. Synthetic LIDAR, a specific sensor model [3], serves
as a bridge to connect the 3D world and the 2D virtual plane.

The 3D perception system accumulates the laser scans
from a 2D tilted down LIDAR for 3D range data. A
classification procedure is then applied to extract interest
points from the accumulated data. The extracted laser points



Fig. 5. System Architecture, [Source [2]]

are then projected onto a virtual horizontal plane, and a
synthetic 2D LIDAR is constructed. The 2D localization
fuses odometry information obtained from fusing encoder
and IMU measurements, and measurements from the syn-
thetic 2D LIDAR in a Monte Carlo Localization scheme,
with referencing to a prior map of vertical features.

The mapping process starts with the acquisition of raw
sensor data. The scooter is driven manually around the envi-
ronment while recording the laser scan and odometry data of
the trip. The raw sensor data are processed through a real-
time 2D synthetic LIDAR conversion. The scan matching
works together with loop closure detection to generate a
constraint graph. Finally, the graph is used by the back-end
to generate a globally consistent map while at the same time
performing loop constraint rejection [4].

The localization and mapping algorithms were originally
designed for use in an urban road environment that consist of
concrete buildings and other man-made architectures, but the
methodology adapts well in both outdoor pedestrian plazas
as well as indoor environments.

To ensure safe navigation of the vehicle, a moving object
recognition algorithm is implemented to detect and recognize
moving obstacles in the environment [6]. The algorithm
utilizes the spatial-temporal features of object clusters ex-
tracted from the bottom LIDAR scans, and performs object
recognition via a Support Vector Machine (SVM) supervised
learning method. This method is found to be accurate and
reliable in the tested pedestrian environments.

Planning refers to the ability of an autonomous system to
make purposeful decisions in order to achieve its goals. In
this case, the primary goal is to transport passengers from
designated pick-up stations to designated drop-off stations
while avoiding collision with nearby obstacles.

We have designed a web-based booking system shown
in Fig. 6 to accept mission requests. A mission ticket is
created in the format of [Pick-up Station, Drop-off Station],
where Pick-up Station and Drop-off Station correspond to
the passenger’s pick-up location and passenger’s destination
respectively. The mission ticket is then sent to the central

Fig. 6. Online booking system for National University of Singapore’s
University Town, with 11 stations shown. The blue line represents the path
the the passenger intends to travel which in this example is from ”Enterprise”
station to ”ERC” station.

server which manages the database of all tickets in the
mission pool and assigns missions to each vehicle in the
fleet by a simple first-come first-serve basis.

The assigned vehicle’s mission planner finds a route
between the given pick-up and drop-off point. Predetermined
paths are stored in a directed graph. The route searching
module performs a Dijkstra search over a directed graph of
reference path segments reflecting the road network connec-
tivity.

A behaviour planner connects the mission planner and
the motion planner, and is in charge of parsing the as-
signed mission into a set of actions and responsible for
negotiation across the environment. The behaviour planner
is implemented as a finite state machine [7]. One of its main
purposes is to decide when to switch from reference path
following to local replanning for obstacle avoidance, where
the obstacle avoidance planner is triggered by measuring
distance-to-collision.

A local planner based on the RRT* Algorithm is im-
plemented for local path replanning. The RRT* algorithm
guarantees asymptotic optimality of the path, in a sense that
the solution trajectory can be incrementally optimized given
enough planning time. Motion planning is conducted within
the SE2 space and the system dynamics are simplified to the
unicycle model, where Dubins paths are used to account for
the kinematic constraints of the scooter.

Subsequently the finite state machine also decides when
to transition from replanned path following to returning to
original reference path following once the obstacle avoiding
action is accomplished; i.e., when the sub-goals are reached,
the vehicle should shift back to the normal travelling route
following and start to approach the destination.

The dynamic virtual bumper (DVB), illustrated in Fig. 7 is
utilized to generate an advisory speed for the vehicle’s safe
navigation in the presence of both the static and dynamic
obstacles. The DVB is a tube shaped zone with its centerline
as the scooter’s local path, and its width wt and height ht
defined as a quadratic functions dependent on the scooter’s
speed vt.



Fig. 7. An illustration of the dynamic virtual bumper [Source [8]]

wt = w0 + αv2t

ht = ho + βv2t

where w0 and h0 are the static distance buffers and α and
β are the coefficients that determine the growth rate of the
dynamic virtual bumper as the velocity increases. LIDARs
are used to detect obstacles in the vicinity. When an obstacle
Oi is detected within the DVB, the vehicle will generate an
advisory speed of a new desired DVB, whose boundary is
marked by the position of the nearest obstacle. Since the
desired DVB is smaller than the current DVB upon encoun-
tering a nearby obstacle, the newly calculated target velocity
will be smaller than the current velocity, thus the vehicle will
be advised to slow down. The DVB accounts for the presence
of both static and moving obstacles, where the considered
obstacle set O is defined by the union of static obstacle
and moving obstacles sets, O = Ostatic ∪ Omoving . While
Ostatic can be directly obtained from sensor measurement,
Omoving has to be obtained from prediction of moving object
trajectories around the vehicle, and therefore the DVB may
frequently adjust in size when dynamic obstacles are present.

Finally, the actuation competency, often referred to as
motion control of an autonomous vehicle, refers to the ability
of the system to execute the commands that have been
generated by the higher level processes.

A speed generator developed by Reflexxes [14] is used to
generate a speed profile for the advisory speed given by the
dynamic virtual bumper. The currently implemented speed
control is a simple PID ( proportional, integral, derivative)
controller with feed-forward compensation. The popular pure
pursuit algorithm, discussed in detail in [15], is used for path
tracking.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The objectives of the experiment are
• To evaluate the autonomous driving capabilities of the

scooter.
• To raise public awareness about autonomous driving

technologies.
In order to evaluate its autonomous driving capabilities,

the scooter was used to map the plaza area of National
University of Singapore’s University Town, as well as various

part of Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s campus. The
performance of the mapping and localization algorithm is
evaluated based on the particle filter’s standard deviation
of the localization pose. The performance of planning and
control methods is evaluated based on its capabilities to track
the desired trajectory successfully and to avoid the static and
dynamic obstacles that it encounters.

A public trial was conducted to raise public awareness
about autonomous driving technologies, A survey was con-
ducted to gain user feedback and background information.
The public trial was conducted during MIT’s open house on
23 April 2016 in one of MIT’s parking lots (Massachusetts
Ave and Vassar St). Rides on the scooter were offered
to the public over the course of 5 hours. 99 trips were
recorded, with 73 m of distance covered per trip, totaling
7.23 km traveled in autonomous mode. The survey results
are then used to evaluate public perception on autonomous
technologies.

MIT’s infinite corridor presented unique challenges as
compared to environments previously tested with the road
car and golf cars. MIT’s infinite corridor is a stretch of 251
m indoor hallway that connects some of the main buildings
of MIT. Long corridors are particularly challenging due to
lack of distinct vertical features and repetitive geometric
shapes, and therefore the adaptive Monte Carlo localization
system has to rely more on the vehicle’s odometry system
to localize well. Fig. 8 shows the standard deviation plots of
the localization results relative to the vehicle’s orientation.

In each grid, the color represents the relative average
standard deviation value of the localization system as mea-
sured from the covariance matrix of the localization pose.
Localization standard deviation remains well under 0.4 m
with the exception in the sections of corridor where very little
distinguishable vertical features can be extracted from the
environment. Longitudinally, the largest deviation is obtained
to be 0.66 m and laterally it is obtained to be 0.43 m.
Overall, the average longitudinal standard deviation on the
longitudinal is 0.31 ± 0.10 m and, laterally it is 0.17 m ±
0.07. It can be seen that the standard deviation value is larger
longitudinally. This is also true when comparing two plots
visually where the lateral plot remains in the colder spectrum
of the colormap more than the longitudinal plot.

Selected results from the user surveyed gathered during
the public trial are presented in Table 2. It was the first
time for most of the visitors to take a ride on any form
of autonomous vehicle, and the users surveyed did not
have much prior background understanding on autonomous
vehicles. The public response was encouraging, and gave
very high rating for both the perceived safety and comfort
of the scooter. Although the surveyed passengers perceived
autonomous vehicles to have only a low to moderate level
of safety before taking the ride in the scooter, this affirms
our goal of changing the public perception on autonomous
vehicles. An additional comments field was provided on the
survey form in addition to the five questions shown in Table
2. In general, the public enjoyed the autonomous scooter
ride, as evidenced from many indicating that they would



Fig. 8. Localization standard deviation results in MIT’s infinite corridor
(White pixels on the map represent empty space, while black pixels represent
vertical features extracted with the synthetic 2D LIDAR)

want to ride the scooter again in the future and comments on
surveys such as “fun” or “awesome,” etc. Suggestions were
also made for the addition of a safety belt and arm rests to
enhance safety and comfort, and these will be considered
for future works. Some users reported that the speed of the
scooter can be increased, as for safety reasons the scooter
was limited to only 3.6 Km/h during the event. Since the
scooter could only seat one passenger at a time, the demand
was too high to give every visitor to the exhibit a ride.
Nevertheless, many of those who did not ride enjoyed seeing
their friends or family take rides and were interested to
learn more about self-driving vehicles through the various
videos and other displays shown at the exhibit. A video that
showcases the capabilities of the scooter can be viewed at
https://youtu.be/_6otshNzqqo.

TABLE II
PUBLIC TRIAL SURVEY RESULTS, WITH 99 USERS SURVEYED

How much do you know about autonomous vehicles? 2.2/5.0
How safe do you think autonomous vehicles are? 3.5/5.0
How would you rate your experience in terms of SAFETY? 4.6/5.0
How would you rate your experience in terms of COMFORT? 4.5/5.0
Would you ride on this autonomous scooter again? 96% Yes

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we describe the system architecture of our
personal mobility scooter. The scooter was designed with
robustness, reliability, and safety in mind. The flexibility

of the system architecture and the software packages has
been demonstrated by replicating the system architecture and
adapting the software packages from our different classes
of autonomous vehicles. The scooter was tested in both
outdoor pedestrian environments, as well as crowded indoor
environments with narrow corridors. The scooter has proven
to be reliable over prolonged operations of several hours
continuously. The positive public perception of the safety
and comfort of the scooter as suggested from the survey is
encouraging. As indicated from the popularity of the exhibit,
our purpose of raising the public awareness and interest in
autonomous vehicle technologies during the event were also
achieved.

In the future we plan to use the scooter as a research
platform to further improve the multi-class MoD service. We
would also consider deploying and testing the in more chal-
lenging environments with narrow and crowded pathways
over a prolonged period of time.
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